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Effective connectivity, functional connectivity, and tractography were measured between 57 cortical frontal and somatosensory regions
and the 360 cortical regions in the Human Connectome Project (HCP) multimodal parcellation atlas for 171 HCP participants. A ventral
somatosensory stream connects from 3b and 3a via 1 and 2 and then via opercular and frontal opercular regions to the insula, which
then connects to inferior parietal PF regions. This stream is implicated in “what”-related somatosensory processing of objects and
of the body and in combining with visual inputs in PF. A dorsal “action” somatosensory stream connects from 3b and 3a via 1 and 2
to parietal area 5 and then 7. Inferior prefrontal regions have connectivity with the inferior temporal visual cortex and orbitofrontal
cortex, are implicated in working memory for “what” processing streams, and provide connectivity to language systems, including 44,
45, 47l, TPOJ1, and superior temporal visual area. The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex regions that include area 46 have connectivity with
parietal area 7 and somatosensory inferior parietal regions and are implicated in working memory for actions and planning. The dorsal
prefrontal regions, including 8Ad and 8Av, have connectivity with visual regions of the inferior parietal cortex, including PGs and PGi,
and are implicated in visual and auditory top-down attention.
Key words: prefrontal cortex; insula; somatosensory cortex; effective connectivity; human connectome.

Introduction
Given the great development and heterogeneity of functions
of different parts of the human prefrontal as well as frontal
cortex, and the importance of evidence about the connectivity of
different cortical regions for understanding brain computations
(Rolls 2000; Rajalingham et al. 2018; Zhuang et al. 2021; Rolls
2021c, 2021d), the aim of the present investigation is to advance
the understanding of the connections and connectivity of
the human prefrontal, frontal, and somatosensory cortical
regions.
To do this, we measured with Human Connectome Project
(HCP) data (Glasser, Smith, et al. 2016b) the direct connections
between cortical regions using diffusion tractography; the functional connectivity (FC) between cortical regions using the correlation between the blood oxygen level–dependent (BOLD) signals in resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rsfMRI) which provides evidence about the strength of interactions;
and the effective connectivity which provides evidence about
the strength and direction of the causal connectivity between
pairs of hundreds of cortical regions measured with a new Hopf
algorithm (Rolls, Deco, et al., 2022b, 2022d, 2022e, 2022f). These
measures were made between the 360 cortical regions in the
HCP multimodal parcellation atlas (HCP-MMP) (Glasser, Coalson,
et al. 2016a). The HCP-MMP atlas provides the most detailed

parcellation of the human cortical areas that we know in that
its 360 regions are defined using a multimodal combination of
structural measures (cortical thickness and cortical myelin content), FC, and task-related fMRI (Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2016a).
This parcellation is the parcellation of choice for the cerebral
cortex because it is based on multimodal information (Glasser,
Coalson, et al. 2016a) with the definitions and boundaries set out
in their Glasser_2016_SuppNeuroanatomy.pdf, and it is being used
as the basis for many new investigations of brain function and
connectivity, which can all be cast in the same framework (Colclough et al. 2017; Van Essen and Glasser 2018; Sulpizio et al. 2020;
Yokoyama et al. 2021; Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022b, 2022d, 2022e, 2022f;
Rolls, Wirth, et al. 2022h). This approach provides better categorization of cortical areas than does, for example, FC alone (Power
et al. 2011). A summary of the boundaries, tractography, FC, and
task-related activations of frontal cortical areas using the HCPMMP atlas is available elsewhere (Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2016a;
Baker, Burks, Briggs, Conner, Glenn, Morgan, et al. 2018a; Baker,
Burks, Briggs, Conner, Glenn, Robbins, et al. 2018b; Baker, Burks,
Briggs, Conner, Glenn, Taylor, et al. 2018c; Baker, Burks, Briggs,
Milton, et al. 2018d; Baker, Burks, Briggs, Sheets, et al. 2018e), but
the effective connectivity, tractography, and FC analyses described
here are new and are further presented in quantitative form using
connectivity matrices for all 360 cortical areas.
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The present research goes beyond this previous research by
estimating causal, effective, connectivity between 57 frontal cortical regions in the human brain with a multimodal atlas with 360
cortical areas. Strengths of this investigation are that it utilized
this HCP-MMP atlas (Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2016a); HCP data from
the same set of 171 participants imaged at 7T (Glasser, Smith, et al.
2016b) in whom we could calculate the connections with diffusion
tractography, FC, and effective connectivity; and that it utilized a
method for effective connectivity measurement between all 360
cortical regions investigated here. The Hopf effective connectivity
algorithm is important for helping to understand the operation
of the computational systems in the brain, for it is calculated
using time delays in the signals between 360 or more cortical
regions (Rolls, Deco, et al., 2022b, 2022d, 2022e, 2022f), and the use
of time is an important component in the approach to causality (Rolls 2021b). We hope that future research using the same
brain atlas (Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2016a; Huang et al. 2022) will
benefit from the human frontal cortical and related connectome
described here.

Methods
Participants and data acquisition
Multiband 7T rs-fMRI of 184 individuals were obtained from the
publicly available S1200 release (last updated: April 2018) of the
HCP (Van Essen et al. 2013). Individual written informed content
was obtained from each participant, and the scanning protocol
was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Washington
University in St. Louis, MO, United States (IRB #201204036).
Multimodal imaging was performed in a Siemens Magnetom
7T housed at the Center for Magnetic Resonance at the University
of Minnesota in Minneapolis. For each participant, a total
of 4 sessions of rs-fMRI were acquired, with oblique axial
acquisitions alternated between phase encoding in a posteriorto-anterior (PA) direction in sessions 1 and 3, and an anteriorto-posterior (AP) phase encoding direction in sessions 2 and
4. Specifically, each rs-fMRI session was acquired using a
multiband gradient-echo EPI imaging sequence. The following
parameters were used: time repetition (TR) = 1,000 ms, time
echo (TE) = 22.2 ms, f lip angle = 45◦ , field of view = 208 × 208,
matrix = 130 × 130, 85 slices, voxel size = 1.6 × 1.6 × 1.6 mm3 ,
and multiband factor = 5. The total scanning time for the rsfMRI protocol was approximately 16 min with 900 volumes.
Further details of the 7T rs-fMRI acquisition protocols are given
in the HCP reference manual (https://humanconnectome.org/
storage/app/media/documentation/s1200/HCP_S1200_Release_
Reference_Manual.pdf).
The current investigation was designed to complement investigations of effective and FC and diffusion tractography of the
hippocampus (Huang et al. 2021; Ma et al. 2022; Rolls, Deco,
et al. 2022e); posterior cingulate cortex (Rolls, Wirth, et al. 2022h);
parietal cortex (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022b); orbitofrontal, ventromedial prefrontal, and anterior cingulate cortexes (Rolls, Deco, et al.
2022f); language cortical regions (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022d); visual
cortical regions (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022a); and posterior parietal
cortex regions (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022b); and so, the same 171
participants with data for the rs-fMRI and diffusion tractography
at 7T were used for the analyses described here (age: 22–36 years,
66 males).

Data preprocessing
The preprocessing was performed by the HCP as described in
Glasser et al. (2013) based on the updated 7T data pipeline (v3.21.0,
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As a background to help provide a framework for some of the
connectivity described here, with the framework greatly developed in the Discussion, the following may be helpful as may be reference to Fig. 1. Area 3b is the primary somatosensory sensory cortex, with Area 3a, 1, and 2 also being important early somatosensory regions. The opercular regions are an inferior continuation of
somatosensory processing areas that may be especially related to
the face and head. In macaques, there are areas ventral to area
3b that include a second somatosensory region S2, and a parietal
ventral area PV, but the correspondences with humans may be
weak, with very little correspondence with rodents (O’Connor
et al. 2021). Area 5 is a higher-order somatosensory processing
region. In addition, there is a somatosensory hierarchy of cortical regions in the inferior parietal cortex somatosensory cortex
progressing from PFcm and PFop to the top of the hierarchy
in PF (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022b). In macaques, PF is an inferior
parietal cortex region primarily connected with somatosensory
areas and with parietal and frontal face- and arm-related areas
(Rozzi et al. 2006). The anterior ventral insular (AVI) area and the
frontal opercular regions FOP3-5 (y = ∼ + 26 in Fig. S1-1) are where
the human primary taste cortex is located in the anterior dorsal
(i.e. superior) insula and adjoining frontal operculum (Rolls 2015,
2016a, 2016c). Area 7 of the parietal cortex, involved in visuomotor function, has connectivity directed to some intermediate
stages of the somatosensory hierarchy (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022b).
The somatosensory system has an extensive connectivity with
what is in a sense at least topologically a ventral extension of
it, much of insular cortex. Area 4 is the primary motor cortex,
and the areas 6 are premotor cortex, with much somatosensory
processing directed toward these regions. The midcingulate cortex
is a premotor area (Vogt 2016; Rolls, Wirth, et al. 2022h). In the
inferior frontal gyrus, Broca’s area 44 and 45 involved in language
has connectivity not only with 47l and 55b but also with nearby
inferior frontal IFJ and IFS regions (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022d).
The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) regions are implicated
in short-term memory (Funahashi et al. 1989; Goldman-Rakic
1996; Goldman-Rakic and Leung 2002) by maintaining firing in an
attractor network (Martinez-Garcia et al. 2011; Fuster 2015; Constantinidis et al. 2018; Rolls 2021c). These prefrontal cortex regions
are thereby involved in executive function (Fuster 2021; Passingham 2021) and top-down attention (Deco and Rolls 2004, 2005a,
2005b). The pregenual anterior cingulate cortex is activated by
many rewards as is the medial orbitofrontal cortex (Grabenhorst
and Rolls 2011; Rolls 2019b; Rolls et al. 2020), and the supracallosal
anterior cingulate cortex is activated by many aversive subjectively unpleasant stimuli (Grabenhorst and Rolls 2011) but has
connectivity with many somatosensory cortical regions as well
as the pregenual anterior cingulate cortex and premotor regions
(Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022f). It must be remembered that important
inputs to at least the early somatosensory cortical regions and the
taste cortex come from the thalamus (Delhaye et al. 2018).
The cortical regions included in this investigation can be
thought of as including all of the frontal lobes apart from the
orbitofrontal, ventromedial, and anterior cingulate cortex (which
are considered elsewhere, Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022f). In addition,
because the premotor and motor areas in the frontal cortex
receive so extensively from postcentral somatosensory regions
and the regions that receive from them, it is also very helpful to
include these somatosensory regions in the present investigation.
In addition, we note that the prefrontal cortex has connectivity
with some premotor and somatosensory regions, as shown here,
so it is helpful to include prefrontal cortex with the other cortical
regions considered here.
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https://github.com/Washington-University/HCPpipelines), including gradient distortion correction, head motion correction,
image distortion correction, and spatial transformation to
the Montreal Neurological Institute space using 1-step spline
resampling from the original functional images followed by
intensity normalization. In addition, the HCP took an approach
using ICA (FSL’s MELODIC) combined with a more automated
component classifier referred to as FIX (FMRIB’s ICA-based Xnoisifier) to remove nonneural spatiotemporal artifact (Smith
et al. 2013; Griffanti et al. 2014; Salimi-Khorshidi et al. 2014). This
step also used 24 confound timeseries derived from the motion
estimation (6 rigid-body parameter timeseries, their backwardlooking temporal derivatives, plus all 12 resulting regressors
squared (Satterthwaite et al. 2013) to minimize noise in the

data. The preprocessing performed by the HCP also included
boundary-based registration between EPI and T1w images and
brain masking based on FreeSurfer segmentation. The “minimally
preprocessed” rsfMRI data provided by the HCP 1200 release
(rfMRI∗hp2000_clean.dtseries) was used in this investigation.
The preprocessed data are in the HCP grayordinates standard
space and are made available in a surface-based CIFTI file for
each participant. With the MATLAB script (cifti toolbox: https://
github.com/Washington-University/cifti-matlab), we extracted
and averaged the cleaned timeseries of all the grayordinates in
each region of the HCP-MMP 1.0 atlas (Glasser, Coalson, et al.
2016a), which is a group-based parcellation defined in the HCP
grayordinate standard space having 180 cortical regions per
hemisphere and is a surface-based atlas provided in the CIFTI
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Fig. 1. Regions in the HCP-MMP (Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2016a) and its extended version HCPex (Huang et al. 2022) show the frontal cortex
regions analyzed here. The regions are shown on images of the human brain, with the sulci expanded sufficiently to allow the regions within the
sulci to be shown. Abbreviations are provided in Table S1. For comparison, a version of this diagram without the sulci expanded is provided in
Fig. S1-5.
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format. The timeseries were detrended and temporally filtered
with a second-order Butterworth filter set to 0.008–0.08 Hz.

Brain atlas and region selection

Measurement of effective connectivity
Effective connectivity measures the effect of one brain region on
another and utilizes differences detected at different times in the
signals in each connected pair of brain regions to infer effects of
one brain region on another. One such approach is dynamic causal
modeling, but it applies most easily to activation studies and is
typically limited to measuring the effective connectivity between

Coupling

Local Dynamics

 Gaussian Noise
 
 
  

N
dxi
Cij xj − xi +
, (1)
= ai − x2i − y2i xi − ωi yi + G
βηi (t)
j=1
dt

N


dyi
Cij yj − yi + βηi (t).
= ai − x2i − y2i yi + ωi xi + G
j=1
dt

(2)

Equations (1) and (2) describe the coupling of Stuart-Landau
oscillators through an effective connectivity matrix C. The xi (t)
term represents the simulated BOLD signal data of brain area i.
The values of yi (t) are relevant to the dynamics of the system but
are not part of the information read out from the system. In these
equations, ηi (t) provides additive Gaussian noise with standard
deviation β. The Stuart-Landau oscillators for each brain area i
express a Hopf normal form that has a supercritical bifurcation
at ai = 0 so that, if ai > 0, the system has a stable limit cycle
with frequency fi = ωi /2π (where ωi is the angular velocity); and
when ai < 0, the system has a stable fixed point representing a
low activity noisy state. The intrinsic frequency fi of each StuartLandau oscillator corresponding to a brain area is in the 0.008–
0.08 Hz band (i = 1, . . . , 360). The intrinsic frequencies are fitted
from the data, as given by the averaged peak frequency of the
narrowband BOLD signals of each brain region. The coupling term
representing the input received in node i from every other node j
is weighted by the corresponding effective connectivity Cij . The
coupling is the canonical diffusive coupling, which approximates
the simplest (linear) part of a general coupling function. G denotes
the global coupling weight, scaling equally the total input received
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To construct the effective connectivity for the regions of interest in
this investigation with other parts of the human brain, we utilized
the 7T rs-fMRI data the HCP and parcellated this with the surface
based HCP-MMP atlas which has 360 cortical regions (Glasser,
Coalson, et al. 2016a). We were able to use the same 171 participants for whom we also had performed diffusion tractography,
as described in detail (Huang et al. 2021). The brain regions in this
atlas (Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2016a) are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. S1,
and a list of the cortical regions in this atlas and the divisions
into which they are placed is provided in Table S1 in the reordered
form used in the extended volumetric HCPex atlas (Huang et al.
2022).
The 57 frontal and related cortical regions selected for connectivity analysis here were as follows, in the HCP-MMP division
indicated (and set out in Table S1) where relevant. The strategy was to select in principle all cortical regions in the divisions of the MMP/HCPex atlas (see Table S1) that included the
frontal cortex or were closely related to them. The divisions in
the HCP-MMP/HCPex atlas (see Table S1) are: SomatoSensoryMotor, ParaCentral and MidCingulate, Premotor, Posterior Opercular, Insula-Frontal Opercular, IFG—Inferior Frontal Gyrus, and
DLPFC—Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex. These divisions are separated by red lines in most of the figures, except that an extra red
line was included with the IFG division to show Broca’s area 44
and 45, and related orbital parts 47l and a47r, somewhat separated
(by the red line) from the other inferior frontal gyrus regions. The
only brain regions within these divisions that we did not include
in the analyses described here and in the figures are the pyriform
(olfactory) cortex, as that is not primarily somatosensory/motor
or prefrontal, and the eye fields (FEF, PEF, and SCEF), as they are
concerned with visual functions and have been included in an
analysis of the connectivity of visual cortical areas (Rolls, Deco,
et al. 2022a). The connectivity of the orbitofrontal cortex and
anterior cingulate cortex is described elsewhere (Rolls, Deco, et al.
2022f). Background on the boundaries and activations found in
each of the brain regions considered here is provided elsewhere
(Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2016a; Baker, Burks, Briggs, Conner, Glenn,
Morgan, et al. 2018a; Baker, Burks, Briggs, Conner, Glenn, Robbins,
et al. 2018b; Baker, Burks, Briggs, Sheets, et al. 2018e).
It is noted that the HCP-MMP atlas sometimes uses dorsal versus ventral as descriptors following nomenclature in nonhuman
primates and that these correspond to superior and inferior in
humans. For those becoming familiar with the HCP-MMP atlas,
in the name of a cortical region, typically a = anterior, p = posterior,
d = dorsal (i.e. superior in the human brain), v = ventral (i.e. inferior
in the human brain), m = medial, l or L = lateral, T = temporal,
P = parietal, and V = visual. It must also be noted that some of
the names used in the HCP-MMP atlas utilize the name of the
corresponding region in macaques, but in humans, the cortical
region may not be topologically in the same place (e.g. sulcus) as
in macaques.

just a few brain areas (Friston 2009; Valdes-Sosa et al. 2011; Bajaj
et al. 2016), though there have been moves to extend it to restingstate studies and more brain areas (Frassle et al. 2017; Razi et al.
2017). The method used here (see Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022e, 2022f)
was developed from a Hopf algorithm to enable the measurement
of effective connectivity between many brain areas, as described
by Deco et al. (2019). A principle is that the FC is measured at time
t and time t + tau, where tau is typically 2 s to take into account
the time within which a change in the BOLD signal can occur
and that tau should be short to capture causality and then the
effective connectivity model is trained by error correction until it
can generate the FC matrices at time t and time t + tau. Further
details of the algorithm, and the development that enabled it to
measure the effective connectivity in each direction, are described
next and in more detail in the Supplementary Material.
To infer the effective connectivity, we use a whole-brain model
that allows us to simulate the BOLD activity across all brain
regions and time. We use the so-called Hopf computational model,
which integrates the dynamics of Stuart-Landau oscillators,
expressing the activity of each brain region by the underlying
anatomical connectivity (Deco, Kringelbach, et al. 2017b). As
mentioned above, we include in the model 360 cortical brain
areas (Huang et al. 2022). The local dynamics of each brain
area (node) is given by Stuart-Landau oscillators, which express
the normal form of a supercritical Hopf bifurcation, describing
the transition from noisy to oscillatory dynamics (Kuznetsov
2013). During the last years, numerous studies were able to
show how the Hopf whole-brain model successfully simulates
empirical electrophysiology (Freyer et al. 2011; Freyer et al.
2012), magnetoencephalography (Deco, Cabral, et al. 2017a), and
fMRI (Kringelbach et al. 2015; Deco, Kringelbach, et al. 2017b;
Kringelbach and Deco 2020).
The Hopf whole-brain model can be expressed mathematically
as follows:

Edmund T. Rolls et al. |
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Cij = Cij + ε FCij

tau_emp

− FCij + FCij

,
− FCtau
ij

(3)

where  is a learning rate constant, and i and j are the nodes. When
updating each connection if the initial matrix is a dMRI structural
connection matrix (see Supplementary Material), the corresponding link to the same brain regions in the opposite hemisphere is
also updated, as contralateral connections are not revealed well
by dMRI. The convergence of the algorithm is illustrated by Rolls,
Deco, et al. (2022e), and the utility of the algorithm was validated
as described below.
For the implementation, we set tau to be 2 s, selecting the
appropriate number of TRs to achieve this. The maximum effective connectivity was set to a value of 0.2 and was found between
V1L and V1R.

ANOVAs (each 2 × 180) across the 171 participants, and Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons was applied. The results were
checked with the nonparametric Scheirer-Rey-Hare test (Scheirer
et al. 1976; Sinha 2022).

Functional connectivity
The FCs (Fig. 5) which represent a linear measure of connectivity
(calculated with the Pearson correlation) range from close to 1.0
to −0.33, and with a threshold of 0.4, reveal somewhat more links
than the effective connectivity, partly perhaps because they can
ref lect common input to 2 regions rather than causal connectivity
between regions, and partly because the threshold has been set
to reveal effects known in the literature but not ref lected in the
effective connectivity. The FCs are useful as a check on the effective connectivities but of course do not measure causal effects.
For comparison with the effective connectivity, the FC was also
measured at 7T with the identical set of participants, data, and
filtering of 0.008–0.08 Hz. The FC was measured by the Pearson
correlation between the BOLD signal timeseries for each pair of
brain regions and is in fact the FCemp referred to above. A threshold
of 0.4 is used for the presentation of the findings in Fig. 5, for this
sets the sparseness of what is shown to a level commensurate
with the effective connectivity, to facilitate comparison between
the functional and the effective connectivity. The FC can provide
evidence that may relate to interactions between brain regions,
while providing no evidence about the causal direction-specific
effects. A high FC may in this scenario thus ref lect the strong
physiological interactions between areas and provides a different
type of evidence to effective connectivity. The effective connectivity is nonlinearly related to the FC, with effective connectivities
being identified (i.e. >0) only for the links with relatively high FC.
The FC is shown in Fig. 5 and the diffusion tractography is
shown in Fig. 6 for comparison with the effective connectivity.
FC and diffusion tractography have been used in many previous
investigations of the human connectome (Catani and Thiebaut
de Schotten 2008; Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2016a; Maier-Hein et al.
2017) and therefore the comparison with effective connectivity is
of interest.

Connections shown with diffusion tractography
Effective connectome
Whole-brain effective connectivity analysis was performed
between the 57 frontal and related cortical regions described
above (see Fig. 1 and Fig. S1) and the 360 regions defined in the
surface-based HCP-MMP atlas (Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2016a)
in their reordered form provided in Table S1, described in the
Supplementary Material, and used in the volumetric extended
HCPex atlas (Huang et al. 2022). This effective connectivity was
computed for all 171 participants. The effective connectivity
algorithm was run until it had reached the maximal value for
the correspondence between the simulated and empirical FC
matrices at time t and t + tau (see Supplementary Material). The
effective connectivity calculated was checked and validated in
a number of ways described in the Supplementary Material and
elsewhere (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022a). The present algorithm was
developed from an earlier approach that was extensively tested
and validated (Gilson et al. 2016).
To test whether the vectors of effective connectivities of each
of the 57 frontal and related cortex regions with the 180 areas in
the left hemisphere of the modified HCP atlas were significantly
different, the interaction term was calculated for each pair of the
57 cortex regions effective connectivity vectors in separate 2-way

Diffusion tractography can provide evidence about fiber pathways
linking different brain regions with a method that is completely
different to the ways in which effective and FC are measured,
so it is included here to provide complementary and supporting evidence to the effective connectivity. Diffusion tractography
shows only direct connections, so comparison with effective connectivity can help to suggest which effective connectivities may
be mediated directly or indirectly. Diffusion tractography does not
provide evidence about the direction of connections. Diffusion
tractography was performed on the same 171 HCP participants
imaged at 7T with methods described in detail elsewhere (Huang
et al. 2021). The major parameters were: 1.05 mm isotropic voxels;
a 2-shell acquisition scheme with b-values = 1,000, 2,000 s/mm2 ,
TR/TE = 7,000/71 ms, 65 unique diffusion gradient directions, and
6 b0 images obtained for each phase encoding direction pair (AP
and PA pairs). Preprocessing steps included distortion correction,
eddy-current correction, motion correction, and gradient nonlinearity correction. In brief, whole brain tractography was reconstructed for each subject in native space. To improve the tractography termination accuracy in GM, MRtrix3’s 5ttgen command
was used to generate multitissue segment images (5tt) using T1
images, and the segmented tissues were then coregistered with
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in each brain area. While the oscillators are weakly coupled, the
periodic orbit of the uncoupled oscillators is preserved. Details are
provided in the Supplementary Material.
The effective connectivity matrix is derived by optimizing the
conductivity of each existing anatomical connection as specified
by the Structural Connectivity matrix (measured with tractography, Huang et al. 2021) in order to fit the empirical FC pairs and
the lagged FCtau pairs. By this, we are able to infer a nonsymmetric
effective connectivity matrix (see Gilson et al. (2016)). Note that
FCtau , i.e. the lagged FC between pairs, lagged at tau s, breaks the
symmetry, and thus is fundamental for our purpose. Specifically,
we compute the distance between the model FC simulated from
the current estimate of the effective connectivity and the empirical data FCemp as well as the simulated model FCtau and empirical data FCtau_emp and adjust each effective connection (entry
in the effective connectivity matrix) separately with a gradientdescent approach. The model is run repeatedly with the updated
effective connectivity until the fit converges toward a stable
value.
We start with the anatomical connectivity obtained with probabilistic tractography from dMRI (or from an initial zero C matrix
as described in the Supplementary Material) and use the following
procedure to update each entry Cij in the effective connectivity
matrix
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Results
Overview: effective connectivity, FC, and
diffusion tractography
The effective connectivity to the 57 frontal and related cortical
regions from other cortical regions in the left hemisphere
are shown in Fig. 2. The effective connectivities from the
57 frontal cortical regions to other cortical regions in the
left hemisphere are shown in Fig. 3. The vectors of effective
connectivities of each of the 57 frontal cortical regions with
the 180 regions in the left hemisphere of the HCP-MMP atlas
were all significantly different from each other. (Across the 171
participants, the interaction term in separate 2-way ANOVAs for

the comparisons between the effective connectivity of every
pair of the 57 ROIs after Bonferroni correction for multiple
comparisons were all P < 10−90 . The results were confirmed with
the nonparametric Scheirer-Rey-Hare test; Scheirer et al. 1976;
Sinha 2022.) The connectivity of each of the cortical divisions set
out above are considered division by division in the Results, as this
helps closely related regions to be described together and provides
a useful framework. For all divisions, the text assumes reference
to the data in Figs. 2–4. The effective connectivities described in
the text are the stronger ones, typically >0.01, but all of those >0
are shown in the figures. In addition to the effective connectivity,
the FC (Fig. 5) and diffusion tractography (Fig. 6) available for
each cortical region are referred to where useful. The functional
implications of the results described next are considered in the
Discussion using Figs. 7–11 which may be helpful to view when
the Results are considered.

Somatosensory/motor division (regions 1, 2, 3a,
3b, and 4)
Region 3b, sometimes considered the primary somatosensory
cortex, has very strong bidirectional effective connectivity (EC)
with 3a (0.14), slightly stronger effective connectivity to region
1 (0.12) than from it (0.10), weaker effective connectivity with
2 (0.03), and stronger effective connectivity to 4 (primary motor
cortex) (0.12) than from it (0.10) (Figs. 2 and 3). It also has moderate effective connectivity (0.03–0.05) with other somatosensory
regions, including posterior opercular regions OP1-4, 5L, and 5m,
and the insular granular complex region (Ig), and RetroInsular
cortex RI. Region 3b also has effective connectivity with premotor
regions 6mp and 6d and with midcingulate motor regions 24dd
and 24dv. Hints of auditory effective connectivity are marginal.
Region 3a has similar effective connectivity to 3b but in addition has some weak effective connectivity from auditory A1 and
LBelt and marginal from V2 and V6 (Figs. 2 and 3).
Region 1 has stronger effective connectivity from 3b (0.12) than
to it (0.10), and similarly for 3a (0.08 vs. 0.07), and there is strong
effective connectivity from region 2 (0.11). Region 1 also receives
more strongly from OP1-4 and from 5L and 5m and from Ig than
it connects to them. Region 1 also has moderate connectivity to
motor 4, premotor 6d, and midcingulate 24dd. There is also some
effective connectivity from the MT and V4t regions in the MT+
complex in which responses are found to moving visual stimuli.
Region 2 has some connectivity with 3a and 3b (∼0.03) but
has strong connectivity with region 1 (0.11) and has moderate
connectivity with 5L, OP1, and FOP2 (∼0.06). Interestingly, there
is strong effective connectivity from superior parietal regions
(7AL, 7PC) (0.09) and with inferior parietal PFt (0.04). Effective
connectivity is directed to premotor regions 6d, 6mp, and 6v and
the midcingulate cortex. The other connectivities shown in Figs. 2
and 3 are <0.01.
These analyses are consistent with some hierarchical
somatosensory organization from 3b (and 3a) to 1 and then to
2. There is connectivity of these regions with opercular regions
and with parts of area 5.
Region 4, the primary motor cortex, receives effective connectivity ranked as follows from 3a, 3b, 1, 24dd, 5m and 5L, 6mp, 6d,
OP2-4, and the insula (Ig and RI).
Figure 4 emphasizes that midcingulate 24dv, and 5L, and OP24 have stronger connectivity toward 3a, 3b, 1, and 2 than from
them. Figure 5 shows some FC of the regions in this division
with some early visual cortical areas and dorsal visual and some
MT+ regions, and with some auditory cortex regions, but the
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the b0 image in diffusion space. For multishell data, the tissue
response functions in GM, WM, and CSF were estimated by the
MRtrix3’ dwi2response function with the Dhollander algorithm
(Dhollander et al. 2016). A MultiShell MultiTissue Constrained
Spherical Deconvolution model with lmax = 8 and prior coregistered 5tt image was used on the preprocessed multishell DWI data
to obtain the fiber orientation distribution (FOD) function (Smith
2002; Jeurissen et al. 2014). Based on the voxel-wise FOD, anatomically constrained tractography using the probabilistic tracking
algorithm: iFOD2 (second-order integration based on FOD) with
dynamic seeding was applied to generate the initial tractogram
(1 million streamlines with maximum tract length = 250 mm and
minimal tract length = 5 mm). To quantify the number of streamlines connecting pairs of regions, the updated version of the
spherical-deconvolution informed filtering of the tractograms
method was applied, which provides more biologically meaningful estimates of the structural connection density (Smith et al.
2015).
The results for the tractography are shown in Fig. 6 as the
number of streamlines between areas with a threshold applied
of 10 to reduce the risk of occasional noise-related observations.
The highest level in the color bar was set to 1,000 streamlines
between a pair of cortical regions in order to show graded values
for a number of links, but the value for the number of streamlines
between V1 and V2 was in fact higher at close to 10,000. The
term “connections” is used when referring to what is shown
with diffusion tractography and connectivity when referring to
effective or FC.
The diffusion tractography (Fig. 6) provides no evidence on the
direction or causality of connections and is useful as it can provide
some evidence on what in the effective connectivity may ref lect
a direct connection and what does not. However, limitations of
the diffusion tractography are that it cannot follow streamlines
within the gray matter where the fibers become unmyelinated
so the exact site of termination is not perfectly provided; and
the tractography does not follow long connections well with, for
example, almost none of the contralateral connectivity shown
with tractography that is revealed by the effective connectivity
in Figs. S2 and S3; and may thus overemphasize the connections
between close cortical regions. Nevertheless, the diffusion tractography is a useful complement to the effective connectivity,
especially where it provides evidence where an effective connectivity link may be mediated by a direct connection. On the other
hand, the effective connectivity and FC are useful complements
to the tractography by helping to exclude false positives in the
tract-following in the tractography, as had been examined for the
human hippocampal connectome (Huang et al. 2021; Ma et al.
2022; Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022e).
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effective connectivity as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 is low. There is
also some FC evident in Fig. 5 with the superior temporal visual
area (STV) and TPOJ1-2, which together are parts of the language
regions (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022d), and with supracallosal parts
of the anterior cingulate cortex p24pr and p32pr (which have
FC with many regions in the somatosensory-motor, paracentral

and MCC, premotor, opercular, and insular-opercular divisions,
emphasizing the connectivity of the supracallosal anterior
cingulate cortex with somatosensory-motor cortical regions;
Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022f). The diffusion connectivity (Fig. 6)
does not reveal direct connections of this somatosensorymotor division with visual cortical regions apart from the
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Fig. 2. Effective connectivity “TO” frontal cortical regions (the rows) “FROM” 180 cortical areas (the columns) in the left hemisphere. The effective
connectivity is read from column to row. effective connectivities of 0 are shown as blank. All effective connectivity maps are scaled to show 0.15 as the
maximum, as this is the highest effective connectivity found between this set of brain regions. The effective connectivity algorithm for the whole brain
is set to have a maximum of 0.2, and this was for connectivity between V1 and V2. The effective connectivity for the first set of cortical regions is shown
in the top panel; and for the second set of regions is shown in the lower panel. Abbreviations: see Table S1. The divisions in the HCP-MMP/HCPex atlas
(see Table S1) are separated by red lines: SomatoSensory-Motor, ParaCentral and MidCingulate, Premotor, Posterior Opercular, Insula-FOP, IFG (which
has an extra red lines to show Broca’s area 44 and 45, and related orbital parts 47l and a47r from the other inferior frontal gyrus regions), and DLPFC.
The colored labeled bars show the cortical divisions in the HCP-MMP atlas (Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2016a). The order of the cortical regions is that in
Huang et al. (2022).
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visuo-motor parietal area 7, intraparietal, and inferior parietal
regions (PF).

Paracentral and midcingulate cortex division (5L,
5m, 5mv, 6ma, and 6mp; 23c, 24dd, and 24dv in
the midcingulate motor area)
The effective connectivity of the midcingulate cortex has been
described previously (Rolls, Wirth, et al. 2022h) and is not dealt
with in detail here. The area 5 regions are postcentral and considered as somatosensory, and the area 6 regions are precentral and
considered premotor. The effective connectivity of one of these
regions, 5mv, is shown schematically in Fig. 8.
Region 5L receives effective connectivity moderately from 2
(0.034), less from 3b (0.013), less from 1 (0.008), and not from 3a
(Figs. 2–4). This is consistent with the hypothesis that 5L is above
2 in a somatosensory hierarchy. Region 5L also receives from 7AL
(0.076), and the supracallosal anterior cingulate p24pr, and has
strong connectivity with 5m and 5mv. Region 5L has stronger
effective connectivity to OP1-3 and the retroinsular area RI than
from them and has effective connectivity to 4, 6mp and 6d, and
MCC (24dd and 24dv).
Region 5m receives effective connectivity from 3b, 3a, 1 and 2,
5L (0.12), and OP2-3. It has effective connectivity to 4 and 24dd
(Figs. 2–4). There is weak effective connectivity from V2 (0.01).
Region 5mv has effective connectivity with 5L, 7AL, 7Am,
and the supracallosal anterior cingulate (a23pr, p24pr, and

p32pr). Region 5mv has connectivity to 6mp, the midcingulate
premotor cortex (23c, 24dd, and 24dv), and, less strongly, to
the eye fields (FEF and SCEF), to the insula (RI and PoI1-2),
and has connectivity directed to inferior parietal PFcm (0.05).
There is some effective connectivity with visual areas (V1, V2,
V6, and VMV1) and with auditory 52. Region 5mv also has some
connectivity to multimodal-/language-related regions TPOJ2-3
(Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022d) and to posterior cingulate division
regions DVT and PCV (Rolls, Wirth et al. 2022h) (Figs. 2–4).
Region 6ma has effective connectivity from 5mv and FOP4;
and also from 7Am, 7AL, and 7Pm; PF; the supracallosal anterior
cingulate (a23pr, p24pr and p32pr); 23c in the MCC; the DLPFC (46,
9-46d); and the medial orbitofrontal cortex 11l. It also has effective
connectivity with 6a and 6r.
Region 6mp has effective connectivity from somatosensory
regions 2, 3a, 3b, 5L, and 5mv and some from frontal opercular
area 1 (FOP1) and OP1-3; and also from 7AL and 7Pc; PFcm;
the supracallosal anterior cingulate (p24pr); and midcingulate
24dd and 24dv. It also has effective connectivity with 6d. It has
connectivity to primary motor cortex 4.

Premotor division (55b, 6a, 6d, 6r, 6v)
Region 6a receives strong effective connectivity from 7AL, 7Am,
7PC, and 7PL and receives moderate effective connectivity from
some intraparietal regions (AIP, LIPd, MIP, and VIP). It also receives
from PF, PFt, and PGp. Region 6a can thus be considered as
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Fig. 3. Effective connectivity “FROM” the frontal cortical regions “TO” 180 cortical areas in the left hemisphere. The effective connectivity is read from
column to row. effective connectivities of 0 are shown as blank. Abbreviations: see Table S1. The divisions of frontal cortex areas are separated by red
lines.
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an important premotor region for the visual motion and visuomotor outputs of the parietal cortex. It also has some effective
connectivity from PHT in the posterior inferior temporal visual
cortex and the DLPFC (46 and p9-46v). Region 6a has effective
connectivity with 6ma and 6r (Figs. 2–4).
Region 6d has effective connectivity from somatosensory 1, 2
(strong 0.10) and 3b, 3a and OP1 (moderate 0.04), and 5L. It also
receives from 7PC and PFt. It has effective connectivity with 6mp
and 6v and with MCC 24dd and with primary motor cortex 4.

Region 6r has effective connectivity from FOP4 and the middle
insula (MI); from AIP and LIPd; from PF (0.10), PFop and PFt; from
inferior
temporal visual PHT and TE2p; and from the eye fields FEF, PEF,
and SCEF. Region 6r also receives from medial orbitofrontal cortex
11l and from DLPFC 46. Region 6r also has moderate effective
connectivity with 6a and 6v.
Region 6v receives from somatosensory 2, 3a, 43, FOP1-2, OP4,
and insula Ig and posterior insula region 2 (PoI2). Region 6v also
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Fig. 4. Difference of the effective connectivity for frontal cortical regions with other cortical regions. For a given link, if the effective connectivity
difference is positive, the connectivity is stronger in the direction from column to row. For a given link, if the effective connectivity difference is negative,
the connectivity is weaker in the direction from column to row. This is calculated from 171 participants in the HCP imaged at 7T. The threshold value
for any effective connectivity difference to be shown is 0.01. The abbreviations for the brain regions are shown in Table S1, and the brain regions are
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. S1. The effective connectivity difference for the first set of cortical regions is shown in the top panel; and for the second set of
regions, it shown in the lower panel. Conventions as in Fig. 1.
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receives from 7PC, AIP, PF, and PFt. It has effective connectivity
with 6d and 6r.
Region 55b is somewhat different, is sandwiched between the
FEF and PEF (Fig. 1), and has strong connectivity with the language
connectome (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022d). It has effective connectivity
from the FEF, PEF, and SCEF; with language-related regions STSdp,
TGv, PSL, STV, TPOJ1, and superior frontal language region (SFL);
and with Broca’s area 44, 45, and the associated regions IFJa and
IFSp and 47l (Figs. 2–4). It has weak effective connectivity with
auditory A5. It may be a language-related output region for the
control perhaps of eye movements or of the larynx (Rolls, Deco,
et al. 2022d).

Posterior opercular division (43, FOP1, OP1-SII,
OP2-3-VS, and OP4-PV)
These are probably mainly somatosensory cortical regions at the
inferior end of the somatosensory cortex that continue into the
opercular region, and, given their location, are likely to be involved
in somatosensory processing of the face and nearby regions.
Region 43 has strong effective connectivity with FOP1, OP4,
FOP3, and PoI2 and receives from 5mv, with some visual input
from V6, auditory from 52, and input from supracallosal anterior
cingulate a24pr and p32pr (Figs. 2–4). Region 43 has connectivity
to primary motor cortex 4, to premotor 6mp and 6v, and to the
granular insula (Ig). Region 43 also has connectivity with parietal
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Fig. 5. FC between frontal cortical regions and 180 other cortical regions in the left hemisphere. FCs <0.4 are shown as blank. The upper figure shows
the FC of the frontal cortical regions with the first half of the cortical regions; the lower figure shows the FC with the second half of the cortical regions.
Abbreviations: see Table S1. Conventions as in Fig. 1.
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PFcm and PFop, thereby providing inputs to the inferior parietal
somatosensory hierarchy which culminates in PF (Rolls, Deco,
et al. 2022b).
Region FOP1 receives from 5mv, supracallosal anterior cingulate a24pr and p24pr, and insula MI, posterior insula region 1
(PoI1), and PoI2; has effective connectivity with 43 and FOP2-4; and
has effective connectivity to premotor 6mp, 6v, and MCC 24dv.
Region OP1 receives effective connectivity from 2 > 1 > 3b > 3a
> 43, 5L, LOP2-3, OP4, and FOP2; and from parietal 7AL, 7PC
and PFcm; and from auditory 52 and A1. OP1 has effective connectivity with OP2-4 and FOP2 and the retro-insula RI. OP1 has
effective connectivity to 4, 6d, and 6mp and with MCC 24dd
and 24dv.

Region OP2-3 has effective connectivity that is stronger to 3a,
3b, 1, and 2 and 5m and OP1 and OP4. OP2-3 receives moderate
effective connectivity from auditory 52, A1, Mbelt and Pbelt. OP23 has some effective connectivity from the supracallosal anterior
cingulate cortex p24pr and a24pr. OP2-3 has moderate effective
connectivity with insular regions RI, Ig, and PoI2. The is some
effective connectivity to 6mp.
Region OP4 has effective connectivity that is stronger to 3a,
3b, 1 and 2. OP2-3 has strong effective connectivity with 43, OP1,
OP2-3, and FOP2-3. OP4 has effective connectivity from auditory
52 and to A4. OP4 has strong effective connectivity with insular
IG and PoI2 and moderate with parietal PFcm and PFop. OP4 has
effective connectivity to premotor 6v.
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Fig. 6. Connections between the frontal cortical regions and 180 other cortical regions in the left hemisphere as shown by diffusion tractography
using the same layout as in Figs. 1 and 4. The number of streamlines shown was thresholded at 10 and values less than this are shown as blank. The
color bar was thresholded at 1,000 streamlines (see text). Abbreviations: see Table S1. Conventions as in Fig. 1.
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Insula and frontal opercular division (anterior
agranular insula complex AAIC; Anterior Ventral
Insular area AVI; frontal opercular areas FOP2,
FOP3, FOP4, and FOP5; the Ig; the Middle Insular
area MI; para-insular area PI; posterior insular
cortex PoI1, and PoI2)
The effective connectivity of one of these regions, the MI, is shown
schematically in Fig. 7. The connectivity of PoI2 is very similar.
Anterior agranular insula complex (AAIC) in humans is a
region in the ventral and anterior insula immediately posterior to
lateral orbitofrontal cortex 47s (Fig. 1). It has effective connectivity
with the pyriform olfactory cortex and with AVI which (with FOP35) is where the primary taste cortex is located (Rolls 2015, 2016a,
2016c). AAIC also receives from pOFC and pregenual anterior

Fig. 8. Dorsal somatosensory stream effective connectivity. The connectivity from the primary somatosensory cortex 3b partly via 1 and
2 to area 5 somatosensory regions 5m > 5L > 5mv is shown with green
arrows. The onward connectivity of the 5mv to, for example, posterior
parietal 7AL, 7Am and 7PC which have connectivity with intraparietal regions, such as LIP, is shown with red arrows. The width of the
arrows ref lects the effective connectivity with the size of the arrowheads ref lecting the connectivity in each direction. The pathway in
more detail is as follows, where > ref lects an effective connectivity but
does not exclude effects across levels: (3b + 3a <> 1 + 2) <> 5m <>
5L <> 5mv <> 7AL, 7Am and 7PC. 5mv also has connectivity to 6mp,
TPOJ2, and the supracallosal anterior cingulate cortex p32pr, a32pr, and
a24pr.

cingulate (a24, d32, and p32) and has effective connectivity with
47s.
AVI, part of the primary taste cortex, has connectivity with
FOP4, FOP5, and AAIC and also with MI, 47s, and pOFC. It has
strong connectivity with supracallosal anterior cingulate a32pr
and some effective connectivity with pregenual anterior cingulate. Interestingly, it has effective connectivity with a number of
language-related regions, including strongly with Broca’s area 44,
and some with the PeriSylvian Language area (PSL). AVI receives
effective connectivity from frontal regions 8BM, 9-46d, and a9-46v.
FOP2 which is a little more posterior in the dorsal (superior)
insula than the other FOP areas (Fig. 1) receives effective
connectivity from FOP1 and FOP3 and 43; has effective connectivity with somatosensory 2, OP1 and OP4; and has effective
connectivity to premotor 6v and 6d. FOP2 also receives from
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Fig. 7. Ventral somatosensory/insula stream effective connectivity. The
connectivity from the primary somatosensory cortex 3b to the MI area
is shown with green arrows. The onward connectivity of the MI to, for
example, PF, the PSL, and the supracallosal anterior cingulate cortex
p32pr, a32pr, and a24pr is shown with red arrows. The connectivity of the
posterior insular region PoI2 is very similar to that of MI. The width of the
arrows ref lects the effective connectivity with the size of the arrowheads
ref lecting the connectivity in each direction. The pathway in more detail
is as follows, where > ref lects an effective connectivity but does not
exclude effects across levels: (3b + 3a <> 1 + 2) <> OP4 <> 43 <> FOP1
<> FOP3 <> (MI + PoI2 + PoI1) <> PF + PFop. The abbreviations are listed
in Table S1. The connectivity of PF and other posterior parietal cortex
regions is described elsewhere (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022b).
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insula Ig, PoI2, and PoI1 and from 7PC and 7AL. FOP2 also
has moderate effective connectivity with PFop, PFt, and PFcm,
which tends to be a little stronger from these parietal areas
than to them. FOP2 has effective connectivity to premotor 6v
and 6d.
FOP3 has effective connectivity with 43, FOP1, FOP2 and FOP4,
and OP1 and OP4; with insular MI, PoI1, and PoI2; and with parietal
PFcm and PFop. It receives weakly from PF, the top of the parietal
somatosensory hierarchy. FOP3 also has effective connectivity
with supracallosal anterior cingulate cortex a24pr and p32pr. It
has some effective connectivity with the midcingulate motor area
24dv and 23c and has some effective connectivity to SCEF, the
supplementary and cingulate eye field.

FOP4 has effective connectivity with FOP1, FOP3, FOP5, and
AVI; with the MI; and with the supracallosal anterior cingulate
cortex (p32pr, a24pr, and a32pr). FOP4 has quite strong effective
connectivity with PF, and some with the PSL, and receives from the
medial orbitofrontal cortex 11l. FOP4 receives more strongly from
DLPFC 46 and 9-46d than it sends to them. FOP4 has connectivity
to 6r and 6ma and to the eye fields SCEF, FEF, and PEF.
FOP5 has effective connectivity with FOP1, Fop3, FOP5, AVI, and
the MI. FOP5 is connected with some language regions, including
PSL, 44, and IFJa. It has effective connectivity with premotor
regions 6r, 55b, SCEF, FEF, and PEF. FOP5 also has effective connectivity with supracallosal anterior cingulate cortex (a24pr, p24pr,
a32or, and p32pr). FOP5 also receives from DLPFC 9-46d.
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Fig. 9. Inferior prefrontal cortex effective connectivity. The connectivity of IFSa is shown as an example of the connectivity of IFja, IFJp, IFSa, and IFSp,
with details shown in Figs. 2–4. The width of the arrows ref lects the effective connectivity, with the size of the arrowheads ref lecting the connectivity in
each direction. The effective connectivity with the inferior temporal visual cortex (TE1p, TE2p, and PHT); and with the medial orbitofrontal cortex 13l
and 11l; and the lateral orbitofrontal cortex p47r and a47r are notable. IFSa has moderate effective connectivity with the other IF regions.
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Ig, the granular insular region, is relatively posterior in the
insula (Fig. 1). Ig has effective connectivity with somatosensory
3b, 3a, 1, 43, OP2-3, OP4, and FOP2 and to motor 4 and
premotor 6v. Ig also has effective connectivity from some
nearby auditory regions 52, A1 and from the pyriform (olfactory)
cortex.
MI has effective connectivity with FOP3, FOP4, FOP5, and FOP1;
with insular regions PI, PoI1, and PoI2; from PF and with PGop;
with the supracallosal anterior cingulate cortex (a24pr, p32pr, and
a32pr). MI receives moderate (0.04) effective connectivity from the
medial orbitofrontal cortex 11l and from DLPFC 46 and 9-46d. It
has effective connectivity to 6r, SCEF, and FEF. It has weak effective
connectivity to AVI.

PI, the para-insular region, an antero-ventral region of the
insula, has PoI2 just dorsal to it, and auditory 52 just posterior
(Fig. 1). PI has effective connectivity with POI1 and to the midcingulate premotor region 23c, supracallosal anterior cingulate
a24pr, and FOP5. However, it has moderate effective connectivity
with auditory cortex regions, including, especially 52, MBelt, and
PBelt, and has strong effective connectivity to auditory TA2 and
moderate to A4. It has weak effective connectivity to language
regions PSL and STV.
PoI1 has moderate effective connectivity with somatosensory
FOP3, 5mv, MI, PI, and PoI2, and some effective connectivity with
FOP1 and 43, and supracallosal anterior cingulate a24pr and
p24pr. It has strong effective connectivity with PF and PFop. PoI1
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Fig. 10. Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex effective connectivity. The connectivity of region 46 is shown as an example of the connectivity of regions 46,
9-46d, a9-46v, and p9-46v, with details shown in Figs. 2–4. The width of the arrows ref lects the effective connectivity with the size of the arrowheads
ref lecting the connectivity in each direction. The effective connectivity with the superior parietal cortex 7Am and 7PL, the strong connectivity with
inferior parietal PF, and with the medial orbitofrontal cortex 11l are notable. 46 has moderate effective connectivity with the other DLPFC regions 9-46d,
a9-46v, and p9-46v.
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Inferior frontal gyrus (regions 44, 45, 47l, a47r,
IFJa, IFJp, IFSa, IFSp, and p47r)

receives effective connectivity from 7AL and 7Am. PoI1 also has
strong effective connectivity with auditory region 52. POI1 also
receives from the medial orbitofrontal cortex (11l) and from the
DLPFC region 46.
PoI2 has moderate effective connectivity with somatosensory
43, OP2-3, OP4, FOP2, and FOP3. PoI2 receives from supracallosal
anterior cingulate (a24pr and p24pr) and from 7AL. PoI2 has
effective connectivity with other insular regions (Ig, MI, PI, and RI)
and with PF. PoI2 has some effective connectivity with auditory
52 and has effective connectivity toward premotor 6v and 6r.
PoI2 also has effective connectivity to inferior parietal PFop and
PFt, and this contributes to connecting the somatosensory and
opercular somatosensory regions to the parietal somatosensory
hierarchy (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022b).
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Fig. 11. Dorsal prefrontal cortex effective connectivity. The effective
connectivity of region 8Ad is shown as an example of the connectivity
of regions 8Ad, 8Av, 9p, i6-8, and s6-8, with details shown in Figs. 2–4. The
width of the arrows ref lects the effective connectivity, with the size of the
arrowheads ref lecting the connectivity in each direction. The effective
connectivity with the inferior parietal PGs and PGi and with 7Pm are
notable. There is also connectivity with the entorhinal cortex (EC) and
parahippocampal gyrus regions PHA1-2, and with the memory-related
parts of the posterior cingulate division (31pd, 31pv, v23ab), and 7m. 8Ad
also has some connectivity with TE1m and TE1p. 8Ad also has some
connectivity with reward-related regions, the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex 10d and 10r, and the pregenual anterior cingulate cortex d32, p32
(Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022f). 8Ad has moderate effective connectivity with
the other dorsal prefrontal regions 8Av, 9p, i6-8 and s6-8.

The effective connectivity of one of these regions, the inferior
frontal sulcus anterior IFSa region, is shown schematically in
Fig. 9.
Regions 44 and 45 on the left are Broca’s area, have strong
effective connectivity with 47l, and have been considered in detail
when considering the human language connectome (Rolls, Deco,
et al. 2022d) and so are considered only brief ly here. (A red line
separates them and a47r from the other members of this division
in the figures in this paper.)
Region 44 receives effective connectivity from STSdp and
STSvp, which are parts of the superior and inferior superior
temporal sulcus (STS) semantic systems (Rolls, Deco, et al.
2022d). Region 44 also receives effective connectivity from other
language-related regions, including TGv and PSL. Region 44 also
has moderate effective connectivity with the nearby IFJa and IFSp
and has strong effective connectivity with 45 and with 47l. Region
44 receives from a47r and p47r, which are nominally parts of
the lateral orbitofrontal cortex. Region 44 has moderate effective
connectivity with somatosensory FOP5 and with taste AVI. It also
receives from TFm. Region 44 also receives from inferior temporal
visual cortex TE2a and from DLPFC regions 8BL, 8C, and 9a. Region
44 also has strong effective connectivity with premotor 55b and
with the Superior Frontal Language region SFL.
Region 45 receives effective connectivity from STSdp and
STSvp and from further language areas STGa, STSda, TGv, TGd,
PSL, 47l, 47s, and TPOJ1. Region 45 also receives from frontal pole
10pp, lateral orbitofrontal a47r, and from dorsal prefrontal regions
8BL, 8C, 9a, and 9p. Region 45 also has strong effective connectivity
with 44, premotor 55b, and with the SFL.
Region 47l is very strongly connected with 45 (0.12) and with 44
(0.07). It appears as if, in humans, this part of what is nominally
part of the lateral orbitofrontal cortex, is being used for languagerelated functions (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022d). Consistent with this,
47l receives from STSdp, STSvp, TGv, TGd, and PGi. Region 47l also
receives from TE2a, frontal pole 10pp, and dorsal prefrontal 8BL,
8C, 9a, and 9p. Region 47l has effective connectivity with inferior
frontal gyrus region IFSp. Region 47l receives from a47r. Region 47l
has effective connectivity to premotor 55b, and with the SFL.
a47r is part of the human lateral orbitofrontal cortex. a47r
has effective connectivity with the inferior temporal visual cortex
TE1m, TE1p, and TE2a; with the visual inferior parietal cortex
PFm; with the medial orbitofrontal cortex regions OFC and 13l;
and with lateral orbitofrontal cortex 47l and p46r. a47r has effective connectivity to 44 and 45 and to IFSa and IFSp and to the
dorsal prefrontal cortex 8Av, 8Ad, and 8C.
Next, there is a series of inferior frontal gyrus regions with
interesting connectivity with Broca’s 44 and 45. It has been proposed that these IF regions provide an extension to Broca’s region
to provide for more attractor-based networks that may be involved
in syntax (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022d).
IFJa receives effective connectivity from inferior temporal
visual cortical regions, including TE2p, TE1p, PHT, and parahippocampal TF; from some intraparietal visual motion-related
regions (LIPd, IP0, and IP1); and from lateral orbitofrontal cortex
region p47r. IFJa has strong effective connectivities with IFJp and
IFSp and some effective connectivity with 44 and 45 and other
language regions TPOJ1, STV, and 55b. IFJa also receives from
dorsal prefrontal 8C and i6-8. IFJa has effective connectivity with
premotor 55b, 6r, and with the frontal eye field FEF. IFJa is thus
implicated in language-related processing with visual inputs.
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Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex division (46, 8Ad,
8Av, 8BL, 8C, 9-46d, 9a, 9p, a9-46v, i6-8, p9-46v,
and s6-8)
As noted in the Introduction, the DLPFC regions are implicated in
short-term memory (Funahashi et al. 1989; Goldman-Rakic 1996;
Goldman-Rakic and Leung 2002) and thereby in executive function for internally generated actions (Fuster 2021; Passingham
2021; Rolls 2021c) and top-down attention (Deco and Rolls 2004;
Deco and Rolls 2005a; Deco and Rolls 2005b). In the following,
some distinction is made between regions, such as 46 in the
DLPFC, and regions 8..., which are dorsal prefrontal regions.
The effective connectivity of one of these regions, 46 as an
example of a dorsolateral prefrontal region, is shown schematically in Fig. 10; and of another region, 8Ad as an example of a
dorsal prefrontal region, in Fig. 11.
Region 46 receives from parietal 7Am, 7PL, and PF. It has
effective connectivity also from the medial orbitofrontal cortex
11l. Region 46 has effective connectivity with other DLPFC regions
9-46v, a9-46v, and p9-46v. Region 46 has effective connectivity to

premotor regions 6ma, 6a, 6r, and midcingulate 23c. Region 46
also has effective connectivity to somatosensory FOP4 and insular
MI and PoI1, to supracallosal anterior cingulate a24pr and a32pr
which are also somatosensory/action (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022f), to
visual PHT, and to IFsa, which may be for top-down control.
Region 8Ad has moderate effective connectivity from parietal
PGs, PGi, and 7Pm; weaker from visual inferior temporal TE1p
and TE1m; from reward-related vmPFC 10r and 10v and pregenual anterior cingulate d32 and p32; and from frontal pole p10p.
Region 8Ad has effective connectivity with other dorsal prefrontal
regions 8Av, 9p, i6-8, and s6-8. Region 8Ad has interesting effective
connectivity with the episodic memory system; to parahippocampal PHA1 and PHA2, entorhinal cortex (EC), presubiculum, and
hippocampus (Rolls 2022a; Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022e); and with
memory-related posterior cingulate cortex regions 31pd, 31pv, 7m,
and v23ab; and also with posterior cingulate 31a, d23ab and POS1
(Rolls, Wirth, et al. 2022h).
Region 8Av has moderate effective connectivity from parietal
PFm, PGs, and PGi; some too from visual inferior temporal
TE1a, TE1m, TE1p, and TE2a; from reward-related vmPFC 10d
and pregenual anterior cingulate d32 and 9m; with lateral
orbitofrontal a47r; and from frontal pole 10pp, a10p, and p10p.
Region 8Av has effective connectivity with other dorsal prefrontal
regions 8Ad, 8BL, 8C, 9a, and 9p. Region 8Av has effective
connectivity with memory-related posterior cingulate cortex
regions 31pd, 31pv, 7m; and also with posterior cingulate d23ab
(Rolls, Wirth, et al. 2022h). Region 8Av thus differs from 8Ad in
that 8Ad has more connectivity with the hippocampal memory
system; and 8Av has more visual parietal and visual inferior
temporal cortex connectivity.
Region 8BL has moderate effective connectivity from inferior
temporal visual cortex TE1a, TE1m, and TE2a; from temporal pole
TGd and TGv; from parietal PGi; from reward-related vmPFC 10v
and 10d and pregenual anterior cingulate d32 and 9m; with lateral
orbitofrontal a47r and 47l; and from frontal pole 10pp. Region 8BL
also has effective connectivity with STSvp, which is part of the
ventral STS semantic system (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022d). Region 8BL
has effective connectivity with other dorsal prefrontal regions 8Av,
CL, 9a, and 9p.
Region 8C has moderate effective connectivity from inferior
temporal visual cortex TE1p, TE1m, and TE2a; from visual inferior parietal PFm, PGi, and PGs; from IP1 and IP2; from lateral
orbitofrontal a47r and p47r; and from frontal pole 10pp, a10p
and p10p. Region 8C also has effective connectivity with STSvp,
which is part of the ventral STS semantic system (Rolls, Deco, et al.
2022d). Region 8C has outputs to premotor language-related 55b,
44, 45, and SFL. Region 8C has effective connectivity with other
dorsal prefrontal regions 8Av, 8BL, 9a, a9-46v, i6-8, and p9-66v.
Region 9-46d has strong effective connectivity with supracallosal anterior cingulate a32pr and a24pr; from medial
orbitofrontal cortex 11l; with the frontal pole a10p and p10p;
with pregenual anterior cingulate d32; with 7Am; and to
somatosensory FOP4, FOP5, MI, and taste AVI. Region 9-46d has
effective connectivity to premotor 6ma and MCC 23c and to SCEF,
FEF and 55b. Region 9-46d has effective connectivity with other
DLPFC regions 46 and a9-46v.
Region 9a has some effective connectivity from languagerelated temporal pole TGd and TGv, with STSvp, and to 45, 44,
47l, and 47s. Region 9a also has effective connectivity with visual
inferior parietal PGi; from lateral orbitofrontal a47r and p47r; and
from frontal pole 10pp, a10p and p10p. Region 9a has effective
connectivity with other dorsal prefrontal regions 8Av, 8BL, 98C,
and 9p. Region 9a also has some effective connectivity with the
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IFJp receives effective connectivity from inferior temporal
visual cortical regions, including TE2p, TE1p, and PHT; from some
intraparietal grasp/motion-related regions (AIP, LIPd, MIP, IP0, IP1,
and IP2); from lateral orbitofrontal cortex region p47r; and from
medial orbitofrontal 13l. IFJp has strong effective connectivities
with IFJa, IFSa, and IFSp. IFJp also receives from dorsal prefrontal
8C and i6-8 and p9-46v. IFJa has effective connectivity with
premotor 6a and 6r and with the premotor eye field PEF. IFJp
does not have connectivity with language-related regions, and
thus appears to be a region related to visual short-term memory,
especially for objects.
IFsa receives effective connectivity from inferior temporal
visual cortical regions, including TE2p, and TE1p, and from
parahippocampal TF; from intraparietal grasp/motion-related
regions (AIP, LIPd, IP1, and IP2); from lateral orbitofrontal cortex
regions p47r and a47r; and from medial orbitofrontal 13l and
11l. IFsa has strong effective connectivities with IFJa, and IFJp.
IFsa also receives from DLPFC 46v and p9-46v. IFsa has effective
connectivity to premotor 6r and the premotor eye field PEF. IFsa
also does not have connectivity with language-related regions,
and thus appears to be a region related to visual short-term
memory, especially for objects, and to reward/punishment value
from the orbitofrontal cortex.
IFsp receives effective connectivity from inferior temporal
visual cortical regions, including TE2p, TE1p, and PHT; from
intraparietal IP1; and from lateral orbitofrontal cortex regions
p47r and a47r. IFsp has strong effective connectivities with IFJa
and IFJp and IFsa. IFsp also receives from dorsal prefrontal 8C, i68, and p9-46v. IFsa has effective connectivity to premotor 55b and
the premotor eye field PEF. IFsa also does not have connectivity
with language-related regions, and thus appears to be a region
related to visual short-term memory, especially for objects.
p47r receives effective connectivity from inferior temporal
visual cortical regions, including TE1p, TE2a, and PHT; from intraparietal IP1 and IP2; from PFm which is visual (Rolls, Deco, et al.
2022b); from lateral orbitofrontal cortex region a47r; and from
medial orbitofrontal 11l and 13l. p47r has strong effective connectivities with IFsa and moderate with IFJa and IFJp and IFsp. p47r
also has effective connectivity with DLPFC a9-46v, p9-46v and 8C.
p47r has effective connectivity to 8BM and 44. p47r is activated by
punishers and nonreward and may be involved in pairing visual
inputs with reward/punishment value and thereby in emotion
(Rolls 2019a, 2019b; Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022f).
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Effective connectivities of the 57 frontal and
related regions with contralateral cortical regions
The effective connectivities of the 57 regions from contralateral
cortical areas are shown in Fig. S2 and to contralateral cortical
regions in Fig. S3.

Differences of effective connectivities of the right
versus left hemisphere for the 57 frontal and
related regions
Most of the analyses presented so far have been for the left
hemisphere, or of the left hemisphere with the right hemisphere.
For completeness, the differences of effective connectivity for the
right “minus” the left hemisphere for the 57 frontal and related
cortical regions are shown in Figs. S6 and S7.

Correlations between the connectivities
of different cortical regions
Figure S4 shows the correlations between the effective connectivities of the regions described here, and Fig. S5 shows the correlations between FCs. These correlation maps help to show
which regions have similar effective connectivity, and which are
different.

Discussion
The aim of the Discussion is to draw out the implications for the
organization and operation of frontal cortical regions from the
effective connectivities complemented by the FC and diffusion
tractography described here. The strengths of the effective connectivities are used as a guide and so is evidence from neuronal
recordings in comparable regions in macaques and neuroimaging activation studies in humans. The point made earlier that
effective connectivity in the backward direction in a cortical
hierarchical system does not ref lect the transfer of the properties
represented at a higher level, but instead the capability for topdown attention and for memory recall is borne in mind.

Somatosensory/motor frontal cortical regions
including the insula
Physiological investigations in primates show that areas 3b and 1
represent cutaneous somatosensory information, with area 1 having larger receptive fields, that area 3a represents proprioceptive
information, and that neurons in area 2 can respond to cutaneous
or proprioceptive information or both in primates (Delhaye et al.
2018). As in humans, the legs are represented at the superior end
of the somatosensory cortices 3a-2 and the face at the inferior end
close to the operculum (Delhaye et al. 2018). In macaques, ventral
to 3a-2 in the operculum are areas S2 and “parietal ventral” which
are described as a ventral somatosensory stream (Mishkin 1979;
Delhaye et al. 2018). In macaques, the pathways to 5 and 7b
are described as a dorsal somatosensory stream to the posterior
parietal cortex (Mishkin 1979; Gardner 2008; Delhaye et al. 2018).
Several somatosensory processing streams may be present in
humans (de Haan and Dijkerman 2020).

A ventral somatosensory stream
First, it is proposed that in humans there is a ventral somatosensory stream that connects via frontal opercular (FOP) regions to
the insula which in turn has connectivity to the inferior parietal
cortex PF regions, as illustrated in Fig. 7, as based on the effective connectivities shown in Figs. 2–4. The connectivity from the
primary somatosensory cortex 3b to the MI is shown with green
arrows in Fig. 7. The onward connectivity of the MI to, for example,
PF, the PSL, and the supracallosal anterior cingulate cortex, p32pr,
a32pr, and a24pr, is shown with red arrows. The connectivity of
the posterior insular region PoI2 is very similar to that of MI. The
pathway in more detail is as follows, where > ref lects an effective
connectivity but does not exclude effects across levels:
3b + 3a <> 1 + 2 <> OP4 <> 43 <> FOP1 <> FOP3
<> (MI + PoI2 + PoI1) <> PF + PFop.
One of the interesting features of the connectivity shown in
Fig. 7 is that it draws out the point that some of the opercular
and the FOP regions can be considered as a continuation ventrally
of somatosensory cortex regions 3a, 3b, 1, and 2 and with then
a further ventral extension of the cortical sheet into the insula.
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memory-related parts of the posterior cingulate cortex 31pv and
31pd and with the pregenual anterior cingulate cortex d32 and
9m.
Region 9p has effective connectivity with inferior parietal PGi
and PGs (which are visual regions; Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022b); with
visual inferior temporal cortex TE1a and TE1m; with temporal
pole TGd and STSva and STSvp, which are part of a semantic system for visual stimuli, and to lateral orbitofrontal cortex
47s, 47l, and 45, and the SFL (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022d); and
with memory-related parts of the posterior cingulate and medial
parietal cortex (31pd, 31pv, v23ab, and 7m (Rolls, Wirth, et al.
2022h); and from the frontal pole 10pp, a10p, and p10p. Region
9p also has effective connectivity with vmPFC 10d and 10v, pregenual anterior cingulate d32, and 9m. Region 9p has effective
connectivity with other lateral prefrontal regions 8Ad, 8Av, 8BL,
and 9a.
Region a9-46v has effective connectivity with inferior parietal
visual PFm, IP2 and IP1, and superior parietal 7Pm. a9-46v also
has moderate effective connectivity with medial orbitofrontal
cortex 11l and 13l and lateral orbitofrontal cortex p47r. a9-46v has
effective connectivity with the frontal pole a10p and p10p. a9-46v
has effective connectivity to the insular AVI region. a9-46v has
effective connectivity with other prefrontal regions 46, 8C, 8BM,
9-46d, i6-8, p9-46v, and s6-8.
i6-8 has effective connectivity with inferior parietal visual PFs,
PFm, IP1, and IP2; with intraparietal LIPd and superior parietal
7Pm; and with TE1p. i6-8 has effective connectivity with the
frontal pole p10p. i6-8 has effective connectivity to some inferior
frontal gyrus regions IFJa, IFJp, and IFSp. i6-8 has effective connectivity with other prefrontal regions 8Ad, 8Av, 8C, a9-46v, and
p9-46v.
p9-46v has effective connectivity with inferior parietal visual
IP2, IP1, and PFm and to superior parietal 7Pm and 7PL. p9-46v also
has moderate effective connectivity from medial orbitofrontal
cortex 11l and 13l and with lateral orbitofrontal cortex p47r. p946v has effective connectivity from the frontal pole p10p. p9-46v
has effective connectivity with some inferior frontal gyrus regions
IFJp, IFsa, and IFSp. p9-46v has effective connectivity with other
DLPFC regions 46, 8C, a9-46v, and i6-8.
s6-8 has effective connectivity with inferior parietal visual
PFm, PGs, and superior parietal 7Pm; and with TE1p and
TE1m. s6-8 has effective connectivity from the frontal pole
p10p and a10p. s6-8 has effective connectivity with pregenual
anterior cingulate d32. s6-8 has effective connectivity with
other prefrontal regions 8Ad, 8Av, 8C, a9-46v, and p9-46v
and i6-8.
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The connectivity described here implicates the insula in this
circuitry, and the effective connectivity from the reward-related
medial orbitofrontal cortex 11l (Fig. 2) to the insula could provide
reward outcome information to enable the insular cortex to also
be involved in action-outcome learning. Consistent with this
hypothesis, the insular cortex does have some connectivity to
premotor cortex 6 regions and to the midcingulate motor region
(Fig. 3).

A dorsal somatosensory stream
A diagram of a dorsal somatosensory stream connecting via
somatosensory area 5 regions to posterior parietal area 7 regions
is provided in Fig. 8. It should be noted that the area 5 regions
in humans appear to be displaced dorsally with respect to their
location in macaques such that the area 5 regions roll over to the
medial wall of the hemispheres (Fig. 8). In Fig. 8 (based on the data
in Figs. 2–4), the connectivity from the primary somatosensory
cortex area 3b partly via areas 1 and 2 to area 5 somatosensory
regions 5m > 5L > 5mv is shown with green arrows. The onward
connectivity of 5mv to for example posterior parietal 7AL, 7Am,
and 7PC which have connectivity with intraparietal regions, such
as LIP, is shown with red arrows. The pathway in more detail is
as follows, where > ref lects an effective connectivity but does not
exclude effects across levels:
3b + 3a <> 1 + 2 <> 5m <> 5L <> 5mv <> 7AL, 7Am and 7PC.
5mv also has connectivity to 6mp, TPOJ2, and the supracallosal
anterior cingulate cortex p32pr, a32pr, and a24pr.
Given that area 7 is involved in actions in space (Andersen 1995;
Snyder et al. 1998; Dean and Platt 2006; Vedder et al. 2017; Avila
et al. 2019; Gamberini et al. 2020; Rolls 2020b; Orban et al. 2021;
Passarelli et al. 2021; Rolls 2021a; Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022b), this
dorsal somatosensory stream may be characterized as an “action”
“where” stream.
Another feature of the connectivity shown in Figs. 2–4 is that
the somatosensory cortical areas do have connectivity directed
toward motor (area 4), premotor (area 6), or midcingulate premotor cortex. This is a principle established in macaques (Rizzolatti
and Sinigaglia 2016) and presumably allows appropriate movements to be made to the somatosensory/proprioceptive properties
analyzed in each somatosensory/proprioceptive region.

Taste cortical regions
AVI and FOP3-5 are where in the HCP-MMP atlas the human
primary taste cortex is located in the anterior dorsal (i.e. superior)
insula and adjoining frontal operculum (Rolls 2015, 2016a, 2016c).
The taste inputs to these regions are received from the thalamus
ventro-postero-medial nucleus pars parvocellularis (Pritchard
et al. 1986; Norgren 1990). In primates, it has been discovered
that neurons in the primary taste cortex (in the rostro-dorsal
insula and adjoining frontal operculum) have responses to the
5 primary taste stimuli sweet, salt, bitter, sour, and glutamate
(umami) (Scott et al. 1986; Yaxley et al. 1990; Baylis and Rolls 1991;
Rolls et al. 1996), with each neuron having a different profile of
responses to this set of stimuli and thereby having information
that increases approximately linearly with the number of neurons
(Kadohisa et al. 2005; Rolls et al. 2010; Rolls and Treves 2011). The
primary taste cortex in macaques has onward connections to the
orbitofrontal cortex (Baylis et al. 1995), and in this secondary taste
cortical area, neurons have also been discovered that respond to
taste (Rolls et al. 1990). In the primary taste cortex, feeding to
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Another important feature is that this ventral stream is probably
a “what” stream, for it does not have major connectivity with
visuo-spatial action regions in area 7, but it does have connectivity
with PFop and PF in which representations appear to be about the
properties of objects and one’s own body (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022b).
Indeed part of the function of these PF areas may be related to
somatosensory/body image and the sense of body ownership and
of self that this provides, which is consistent with evidence that
anosognosia and other disorders of awareness of the body can be
produced by PF damage in humans (Ronchi et al. 2018). Another
interesting feature is that PF may on its connectivity evidence
(Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022b) not only be the top of a somatosensory hierarchy but also adds visual and reward inputs to form
semantic representations of felt objects, enabling recognition of,
for example, a tool not only by its touch but also by its sight. Also
consistent with the insula to PFop and PF stream being a “what”
stream is that it also has access to language systems, via the
PSL (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022d), thus enabling verbal declarations
to be made about what is felt, with declarative systems being
“what” systems in the brain, whereas action systems are typically
procedural and not declarative (Goodale and Milner 1992; Squire
1992; Milner and Goodale 1995; Squire and Zola 1996). Another
feature of the connectivity is the very directional input from the
reward-related (Grabenhorst and Rolls 2011; Rolls 2019a, 2019b)
medial orbitofrontal cortex region 11l to the MI (Fig. 7), leading
to the hypothesis that the somatosensory insula may encode
some aspects of the reward or aversive value of somatosensory stimuli. Consistent with this, activation of the somatosensory insula was found by painful touch to the hand (Rolls et al.
2003), with a dorsal posterior insular region implicated in pain
(Segerdahl et al. 2015).
An interesting property of insular function is that it was activated by touch to the arm, but not to the sight of touch to the
arm, whereas the somatosensory cortical areas 1–3 responded
to the sight of touch to the arm as well as to touch to the
arm (McCabe et al. 2008). It was therefore suggested that the
insula provides evidence that it is one’s own body that is being
touched, which might give it special status in body representations (McCabe et al. 2008; Craig 2009, 2011). Consistent with
this, most of the insula (MI, PoI1, POI2, and also the FOP regions)
does not receive connectivity from early cortical visual regions,
whereas 3b, 3a, 1, 2, 5L, 5m, and 5mv do (Fig. 2). Another difference
is that the somatomotor and paracentral areas have connectivity
with parietal area 7 regions, whereas the insula does not; and the
insula has more connectivity with inferior parietal PF regions than
do the somatomotor and paracentral regions. Another difference
is that as mentioned above the insula has connectivity directed
toward language-related areas the PSL, STV, TPOJ1, and TPOJ2
(Fig. 3; Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022d), whereas the somatomotor and
paracentral regions do not. These findings support the hypothesis
that the insula is part of a ventral (or inferior) “what” stream
of somatosensory processing that continues into inferior parietal
cortex PF regions (Fig. 7); whereas as described next a dorsal (or
superior) “action” stream of processing connects from somatomotor (areas 3b, 3a, 1, and 2) and paracentral (area 5) cortical
regions to posterior parietal cortex area 7 and thereby intraparietal regions (Fig. 8).
The supracallosal part of the anterior cingulate cortex is
implicated in action-outcome learning, with information about
the actions that have been performed available from the
somatosensory/motor regions described here and about the
reward outcome received after an action being provided via the
pregenual anterior cingulate cortex (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022f).
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Motor and premotor frontal cortical regions
Helpful descriptions of the connectivity of motor and premotor
cortical regions and their inputs from intraparietal sulcus and
inferior parietal cortex regions for macaques have been provided
elsewhere (Rizzolatti and Kalaska 2013; Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia
2016; Gerbella et al. 2017). In this paper, the connectivity of these
motor and premotor areas with other cortical regions is extended
to humans and in particular to cortical regions as defined in the
HCP-MMP atlas (Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2016a). Highlights of the
present results are that the area 6 regions have connectivity not
only from postcentral somatosensory cortical regions, such as 1,
2, 3 and 5, but also from parts of parietal area 7 and from the
intraparietal regions (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022b). The inputs from the
latter two parietal systems are likely to be important in functions
such as visually guided actions in space (Rizzolatti and Kalaska
2013; Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia 2016; Fattori et al. 2017; Gerbella
et al. 2017; Gamberini et al. 2020). The area 6 regions also receive
from the midcingulate premotor regions (24dd, 24dv, and 23c),
which receiving from the supracallosal anterior cingulate cortex
provide a route for action-outcome learning and performance
(Rolls 2022b; Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022f).

Inferior frontal gyrus (regions 44, 45, 47l, a47r,
IFJa, IFJp, IFSa, IFSp, and p47r)
The three inferior frontal gyrus regions 44, 45, and 47l are
considered brief ly first, as they have been considered previously

in an investigation of the human language connectome (Rolls,
Deco, et al. 2022d). Areas 44 and 45 are brain regions normally
considered as Broca’s area (Petrides 2014; Friederici et al.
2017; Rauschecker 2018; Milton et al. 2021; Weiller et al. 2021;
Sprung-Much et al. 2022), but 47l at least in the left hemisphere
has very similar connectivity to them. These regions receive from
two semantic systems. One semantic system is in the ventral
part of the STS (STSva and STSvp) connected with the inferior
temporal visual cortical TE regions and parietal PGi and PGs
involved in the visual representations of objects (Rolls, Deco, et al.
2022d). A second semantic system is in the STSda and STSdp,
STGa, auditory A5, TPOJ1, the STV, and the PSL and has effective
connectivity with auditory areas (A1, A4, A5, and Pbelt); with
relatively early visual areas involved in motion, e.g. MT and MST,
and faces/words, e.g. FFC; with somatosensory regions (frontal
opercular FOP, insula, and parietal PF); with other TPOJ regions;
and with the inferior frontal gyrus regions (IFJa and IFSp) (Rolls,
Deco, et al. 2022d). In macaques, area 45 has connectivity with the
cortex in the STS (Petrides and Pandya 2002). Of especial relevance
to the findings described here, the somatosensory “ventral what
stream” regions (FOP, insula, and parietal PF) are incorporated
into the second semantic system (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022d), and
the somatosensory “dorsal action” stream is less incorporated into
language-related semantic processing. Also of especial interest is
that Broca’s area 44 and 45 at least in the left hemisphere involves
much surrounding cortex as shown by the connectivity, including
47l which is part of the lateral orbitofrontal cortex, and whole
swathes of the inferior frontal gyrus, including IFJa and IFsp and
IFsa which are strongly interconnected (Figs. 2 and 3). Area 44 is
implicated in syntax (Friederici et al. 2017), but the close interconnections of 44, 45 47l, IFJa, IFsp, and IFsa are consistent with the
hypothesis that inferior frontal gyrus sequentially linked attractor
networks could provide an implementation of the sequential
syntactic operations involved in speech production, but would
need many such linked attractor systems to deal with the
different sequential processing needed for the active versus the
passive tense, and for different languages (Rolls and Deco 2015).
The connectivity of inferior frontal regions IFJa, IFJp, IFSa,
and IFSp is considered next, with Fig. 9 providing a schematic
overview of the effective connectivity of IFSa, chosen as typical of
this set of interconnected regions. A feature of the connectivity
of the IFJ and IFS regions are that they receive from inferior
temporal visual cortical regions (e.g. TE1p, TE2a, TE2p, and PHT,
see Fig. 2) involved in object representations (Rolls 2021d, 2021c;
Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022a). This makes it likely that in humans
these IFJ and IFS regions specialize in the short-term memory of
visual object-based “what” representations. The connectivity of
some of these regions with language-related regions 44, 45, 47l,
TPOJ1, STV, 55b, and some STS regions also provide a route for
this visual object- and face-related information to gain access to
these language-related regions (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022d). There
are also some inputs from intraparietal visual motion-/grasprelated regions (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022b), such as AIP, LIPd, MIP,
and IP0-2, so that some aspects of the motion of objects, also
represented in the STS regions (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022a), are
utilized in the inferior frontal regions. Interestingly, there are also
inputs from the orbitofrontal cortex (e.g. 11l and 13l) involved in
reward/punishment value representations and thereby in emotion (Rolls 2019a, 2019b; Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022f) (Fig. 2, see Results
section). The IFS and IFJ regions may therefore be involved in
maintaining information about visual objects, visual motion, and
emotional value and mood in short-term memory by maintaining
firing in attractor networks in these inferior frontal gyrus regions
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satiety does not reduce the responses of neurons to the taste of
the food eaten to satiety, providing evidence that the primary
taste cortex represents “what” the taste is, independently of its
reward value (Rolls et al. 1988; Yaxley et al. 1988). By contrast,
in the orbitofrontal cortex, the responses of neurons decrease
to zero to the food eaten to satiety, providing evidence that the
reward value of the taste is represented in the orbitofrontal
cortex (Rolls et al. 1989). A similar situation appears to hold in
humans in that feeding to satiety decreases orbitofrontal cortex
activations to the food eaten to satiety (Kringelbach et al. 2003),
and the orbitofrontal cortex BOLD signal is correlated with the
pleasantness of the taste, whereas in the insular taste cortex, the
BOLD signal is correlated with the intensity of the taste and not
with its pleasantness (Grabenhorst and Rolls 2008).
However, the taste cortex is even more interesting than this,
for it also represents the texture of food, which is a signal of
somatosensory origin, in that some macaque neurons in the
insula primary taste cortex respond to viscosity, others to rough
texture, and others to the texture of fat in the mouth with
responses related to the coefficient of sliding friction (Verhagen
et al. 2004), which is how we have discovered fat in the mouth
is sensed (Rolls 2016c; Rolls et al. 2018), with similar encoding
of texture as well as taste in the orbitofrontal cortex (Verhagen
et al. 2003). A similar situation appears to hold in humans in
that the BOLD signal in the taste cortical areas can also be
related to viscosity; and in some regions, there is evidence that
fat texture is represented (Kringelbach et al. 2003; de Araujo
and Rolls 2004; Grabenhorst et al. 2010). Part of the interest of
the present investigation is that it shows how the insular and
FOP regions do receive somatosensory inputs (Figs. 2–4), which
are needed if responses are to be found to oral texture stimuli
such as viscosity, roughness, and fat texture (Rolls 2020a). These
discoveries, including that fat texture is sensed by the coefficient
of sliding friction (Rolls et al. 2018), help to provide a foundation
for understanding the roles of the sensory qualities of food in the
control of appetite and food intake (Rolls 2016c, 2016d, 2018a).
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Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex division (46, 8Ad,
8Av, 8BL, 8C, 9-46d, 9a, 9p, a9-46v, i6-8, p9-46v,
and s6-8)
A first group of regions comprises DLPFC regions 46, 9-46d, a946v, and p9-46v, with the connectivity of region 46 a key example
illustrated schematically in Fig. 10. These regions have connectivity with superior parietal cortex regions in area 7 and intraparietal
regions involved in actions in space (“where”) and with inferior
parietal PF and PFm and the insula which can be considered as
in the somatosensory “what” hierarchy as described above (Fig. 2)
(Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022b). Interestingly, these regions also receive
inputs from the orbitofrontal cortex (11l and 13l, Figs. 2 and 10).
These regions are thus classic DLPFC regions and are probably
involved in limb-/body-related spatial working memory functions
probably in egocentric space (rather than eye movement-related)
(Passingham 2021). There is connectivity directed toward premotor 6ma, 6a, and 6r and the midcingulate motor region 23c and
to the supracallosal anterior cingulate a24pr, p24pr, a32pr, p32pr,
and 33pr. The latter connectivity could be useful it is proposed
for action-outcome learning implemented in the supracallosal
anterior cingulate cortex (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022f) by providing
a memory-related input about recent actions until a reward or
punishment outcome is received.
A second group of regions that is more dorsal (superior) in
the prefrontal cortex comprises 8Ad, 8Av, 8BL, 9p, i6-8, and s68, with the connectivity of region 8Ad as an example illustrated
schematically in Fig. 11. The effective connectivity of this “dorsal
prefrontal” group with the inferior parietal visual regions PFm,
PGs, and PGi is notable. There is also connectivity with the entorhinal cortex (EC) and parahippocampal gyrus regions PHA1-2 and
with the memory-related parts of the posterior cingulate division
(31pd, 31pv, and v23ab) and 7m (Rolls, Wirth, et al. 2022h). This
group also has some connectivity with visual inferior temporal
TE1m, TE1p, and TE2a; and with STSvp; and with the frontal
pole a10p and p10p. Regions 8BL, 9a, and 9p have connectivity
with temporal pole TGd and TGv. Region 8Ad also has some connectivity with reward-related regions the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex 10d and 10r and the pregenual anterior cingulate cortex
d32 and p32 (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022f). Region 8Ad has moderate
effective connectivity with other dorsal prefrontal regions 8Av,
9p, i6-8, and s6-8. There is connectivity directed toward language
regions, the SFL, 44, 45, 47l, and 55b, and to the premotor eye
field PEF. These dorsal frontal regions in front of the eye fields
may be involved in visual and auditory attention (Germann and
Petrides 2020a, 2020b; Passingham 2021), and their connectivity
with inferior parietal visual/multimodal cortical regions may be
part of the implementation of top-down attention (Deco and Rolls
2005a; Deco and Rolls 2005b; Rolls 2021c).

The computational functions of these dorsolateral and dorsal
prefrontal cortex regions are likely to be to maintain information
in short-term/working memory by maintaining firing in attractor
networks (Funahashi et al. 1989; Goldman-Rakic 1996; Martinez–
Garcia et al. 2011; Fuster 2015; Constantinidis et al. 2018; Rolls
2021c). The DLPFC could thereby implement some aspects of executive function (Funahashi 2017), with those aspects perhaps being
described better not as “voluntary action” (Passingham and Wise
2012; Passingham 2021), which is difficult to define and measure,
but instead as “internally generated from for example memory.”
But other key aspects of the dorsolateral and dorsal prefrontal
cortex include top-down attention implemented by providing the
biasing source held in short-term memory, which can also bias
action selection (Deco and Rolls 2003; Deco and Rolls 2004, 2005a;
Rolls 2021c). Another key property of prefrontal cortex attractor
networks may be not only holding information in a short-term
memory but also transferring information using linked attractor
networks from, for example, a short-term memory attractor network for sensory stimuli to another attractor network in which
actions are represented (Deco et al. 2005), thereby implementing
stimulus-delay-response tasks.
In macaques, the connections and neuronal recordings suggest
the following subregions of the DLPFC (Petrides and Pandya 1999;
Kelly et al. 2010; Petrides et al. 2012; Yeterian et al. 2012; Petrides
2014; Pandya et al. 2015; Goulas et al. 2017; Passingham 2021).
The posterior part near the arcuate sulcus contains a frontal eye
field FEF. A dorsal part, FEFd is closely associated with the immediately anterior 8Ad, which has connectivity with dorsal stream
intraparietal regions, and a ventral part FEFv is closely associated
with the immediately anterior 8Av which has connectivity with
ventral stream inferior temporal visual cortex regions (Petrides
and Pandya 1999; Passingham 2021). The FEF and the adjacent
area 46 cortex in the posterior part of the principal sulcus is especially implicated in eye movements to visual stimuli remembered
over a short delay (Funahashi et al. 1989, 1993; Goldman-Rakic
1996), which is consistent with short-term memory functions of
the dorsolateral prefrontal regions. The more mid- and anterior
parts of area 46 in the macaque principal sulcus are involved more
in remembered limb movements (Passingham 2021). In humans,
area 46 is far anterior (Sallet et al. 2013) and probably includes
some of 46 and a9-46v in the HCP-MMP atlas (Glasser, Coalson,
et al. 2016a; Huang et al. 2022) (Fig. 1).

The use of effective connectivity
Effective connectivity is helpful in enabling estimation of the connectivity in each direction between every pair of brain regions and
is consistent with causal effects. Effective connectivity thus helps
us to build hypotheses about how information f lows through
the system, and that is helpful, when complemented with evidence about what is represented in each brain region and the
effects of damage to each brain region, in building a model of
how the brain works computationally (Rolls 2021c). This helps
in understanding the serial nature of information processing in
some of the sensory cortical hierarchies (Rolls 2021c), including
the somatosensory cortical hierarchy described here that reaches
inferior parietal PF. However, at the same time, the effective
connectivity makes it clear that in most cases there is at least
some connectivity in the opposite direction, and the utility of this
for processes such as memory recall and top-down attention is
starting to be understood computationally (Treves and Rolls 1994;
Deco and Rolls 2005a; Rolls 2016b, 2018b, 2021c, 2022b). It must
also be understood that there is considerable selectivity of the
connectivity, with the mean sparseness of the connectivity 0.11
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(Martinez-Garcia et al. 2011; Fuster 2015; Constantinidis et al.
2018; Rolls 2021c). These IFS and IFJ regions also provide a route
for these types of input to access language systems and may also
provide additional attractor networks that can be involved with
Broca’s area regions in syntax (Rolls and Deco 2015; Rolls, Deco,
et al. 2022d).
a47r and p47r are the anterolateral parts of the orbitofrontal
cortex (Fig. 1) considered elsewhere (Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022f). They
have connectivity with other orbitofrontal cortex regions (13l, 11l,
OFC, and 47m), inferior temporal cortex (TE1p, TE2a, TE1m, and
PHT), medial prefrontal 8BM, and PFm (Fig. 2) and are involved in
value-/emotion-related processing (Rolls 2019a, 2019b; Rolls et al.
2020; Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022f).
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Conclusions
The research described here, in which an effective connectivity
algorithm was used in conjunction with the HCP-MMP (Glasser,
Coalson, et al. 2016a; Huang et al. 2022) and HCP data at 7T
(Smith et al. 2013; Glasser, Smith, et al. 2016b), leads to the
following advances in our understanding of the human frontal
lobes, somatosensory cortex, and insula.
A ventral somatosensory stream connects from areas 3b and 3a
via area 1 and area 2 and then via opercular and frontal opercular
regions to the insula which then connects to inferior parietal PF
regions. This stream is implicated in “what” related somatosensory processing of objects and of the body and in combining
with visual inputs in PF to form multimodal representations. This
system is important in forming representations of one’s own body
and in feeling ownership of it. Part of this system includes the
primary taste cortex in anterior insular AVI and FOP cortex FOP35, which provides representations of “what” taste and texture is
present in the mouth (Rolls 2015, 2016c, 2016a; Rolls et al. 2018).
A dorsal action somatosensory stream connects from areas 3b
and 3a via areas 1 and 2 to parietal area 5 and then 7. This stream
is important in actions in space, including, for example, reaching
toward and grasping an object.
Inferior prefrontal regions (IFS and IFG) have connectivity with
the inferior temporal visual cortex and orbitofrontal cortex and
are connected with language systems, including 44, 45, 47l, TPOJ1,
and STV. These inferior prefrontal regions are implicated in working memory for “what” processing streams and in linking with
language regions 44 and 45 for which they may provide extra
attractor short-term memory system for use in syntax.
The DLPFC regions that include area 46 have connectivity with
parietal area 7 and somatosensory PFs and are implicated in
working memory for actions; and in humans, they provide the
basis for linked steps of plans with each step held in working
memory.
The dorsal prefrontal regions that include 8Ad and 8Av have
connectivity with the visual regions of the inferior parietal cortex,
including PGs and PGi, and also with the hippocampal system
and memory-related parts of the posterior cingulate cortex and
are implicated in visual attention which requires a short-term
memory to maintain the top-down bias for biased competition
(Deco and Rolls 2005a; Deco and Rolls 2005b; Rolls 2021c).
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(meaning that on average any one cortical region makes connections with only about 11% of other cortical regions, with the
selectivity greater than this when it is recognized that the number
of strong connectivities is much smaller than this) in this series of
papers (Rolls, Deco, et al., 2022a, 2022b, 2022c, 2022d, 2022e, 2022f;
Rolls, Rauschecker, et al. 2022g; Rolls, Wirth, et al. 2022h). The
implication of this is that different sensory cortical systems can
operate relatively independently of each other in their early stages
of the hierarchy and can then be brought together with signals
from other hierarchies after several stages to form multimodal
representations that lead eventually to semantic representations
(Rolls 2021c; Rolls, Deco, et al. 2022a, 2022d).
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